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There is a sharp contrast between the phenomenon of Arendt’s growing 
prestige in the West and the insufficiency for basic researches on her theoretical 
ideas in the field of Chinese language. The thesis makes an attempt to discover 
Arendt’s hidden ideas in a logical way by assuming a dubious attitude in a text 
of concentration and metaphor, adjustment without constantly interwoven 
developments. The thesis is divided into three sections of discussing forms as 
follows: 
The first section: “Strauss、Arendt and Modernity Crisis”. This part is 
centered on the crisis rising from modernity. In an integrated view combined 
that of Strauss and Troeltsch. This section makes a comprehensive research on 
the three tides of modernity as well as the developments of varied trends of 
thought during that time, discovering the relations between Arendt and 
modernity. It as well tries to depict Arendt’s ideological portraits with the help 
of the chronological order of his works as well as the inner logical development 
in the text. 
The second section: “Hannah Arendt’s Critique of Modernity”. In this 
section, the thesis goes straight down to Arendt’s ideas of modernity by 
rearranging the relevant statements of his random ideas in a detailed way. It, 
combining the developments of modernity described in the first section, sums up 
and refines three dimensions for Arendt’s modernity critique, that is, history, 
politics and ethics, which presents the tri-interwoven prospective clearing up the 
way for Arendt back to the classical political philosophy in a detailed way. 
The third section: “Hidden Return: Why is the Political Philosophy” .This 
section turns to prove the topic, that is, whether and why the way out for 
Arendt’s modernity critique lies in the classical political philosophy, before 
which the concept of the classical political philosophy should be rectified. 













hidden classical road from the three aspects of thaumazein, midwife, friendship 
politics, and judge. 
How can we, the contemporary people who have bragged about 
advancements, both preserve the integrated view about the classical political life 
and bring up theoretical thoughts aimed at and constructive to the current 
political life? This is the inspiration we have drawn from Arendt as well as the 
concerns shown in the text. 
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